Module 5 – Physiology of Swallowing
Week 10:

• Online Tutorial – Welcome to Module 5 (animated overview of digestion)
  o http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dF_7XH4R-do&feature=player_embedded

• Online Tutorial – Overview of Swallowing Physiology (animated overview of swallowing)
  o http://www.linkstudio.info/images/portfolio/medani/Swellow.swf

• Online Tutorial – Assessment of Swallowing Function (video of MBS/VFSS set-up/overview)
  o http://www.nature.com/gimo/contents/pt1/fig_tab/gimo95_V1.html

• Online Tutorial – Assessment of Swallowing Function (video of FEES set-up/overview)
  o http://www.nature.com/gimo/contents/pt1/fig_tab/gimo94_V1.html

• In-Class Video Demonstration – MBS study of normal swallowing
  o http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=t_OINSK5_Dw

• In-Class Video Demonstration – MBS study with aspiration due to absent swallow
  o http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6ah4eSKkulw

• In-Class Video Demonstration – Simultaneous, side-by-side comparison of MBS and FEES assessment procedures
  o http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4sFvHuGht28